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Abstract
Modern manufacturing and assembly environments are characterized by a high variability in the built process which

challenges human–robot cooperation. To reduce the cognitive workload of the operator, the robot should not only be able

to learn from experience but also to plan and decide autonomously. Here, we present an approach based on Dynamic

Neural Fields that apply brain-like computations to endow a robot with these cognitive functions. A neural integrator is

used to model the gradual accumulation of sensory and other evidence as time-varying persistent activity of neural

populations. The decision to act is modeled by a competitive dynamics between neural populations linked to different

motor behaviors. They receive the persistent activation pattern of the integrators as input. In the first experiment, a robot

learns rapidly by observation the sequential order of object transfers between an assistant and an operator to subsequently

substitute the assistant in the joint task. The results show that the robot is able to proactively plan the series of handovers in

the correct order. In the second experiment, a mobile robot searches at two different workbenches for a specific object to

deliver it to an operator. The object may appear at the two locations in a certain time period with independent probabilities

unknown to the robot. The trial-by-trial decision under uncertainty is biased by the accumulated evidence of past successes

and choices. The choice behavior over a longer period reveals that the robot achieves a high search efficiency in stationary

as well as dynamic environments.

Keywords Dynamic Neural Field � Neural integrator � Assembly robot � Value-based decision making � Sequence learning

1 Introduction

In recent years, the paradigm shift from mass production to

mass customization represents new challenges but also new

opportunities for human–robot interactions in industrial

assembly processes Hu et al. (2011); Krüger et al. (2009).

Traditionally, industrial robots perform assembly steps in

isolation from people, continuously repeating a carefully

predefined sequence of actions. The appearance of of-the-

shelf industrial robots like ABB’s Frida, Rethink’s Sawyer

or KUKA’s LBR iiwa, certified to safely operate alongside

humans, makes it in principle possible to involve robots as

coworkers in the final assembly process. However, to

efficiently support the operator in customer-oriented pro-

duction, the robots should be able to quickly adapt to

changing tasks and production sequences that come along

with product variations. This means that the robots should

be equipped with some higher-level cognitive functions

like action planning, learning and decision making that

allow them to increase their scope of operation autono-

mously Bannat et al. (2010); Lemaignan et al. (2017);

Tsarouchi et al. (2016). Otherwise, the need to closely

supervise and control the actions of the robotics helper

would further increase the already high cognitive workload

for the human operator in complex assembly processes.

Even if the robot is not directly involved in the assembly

work and only supports the operator by delivering parts and

tools, a proactive attitude to timely hold out the object that

the operator needs next has a major impact on user
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satisfaction Huang and Mutlu (2016); Koene et al. (2014);

Pinheiro et al. (2010).

A promising research line to overcome the lack of

autonomy of today’s industrial robots is to implement in

their control architecture models of human cognition.

While classical AI-inspired approaches are based on the

logical manipulation of abstract symbols Agostini et al.

(2017); Lemaignan et al. (2017); Mayer et al. (2011), the

emerging area of neurorobotics exploits the fundamentals

of neuronal dynamics as a basis of higher-level cognitive

functions Bicho et al. (2010); Cox and Krichmar (2009);

Erlhagen and Bicho (2006); Kozma (2008). A gradual

accumulation of information over time is a neural com-

putation of critical importance to the organization of task-

appropriate behavior Cain and Shea-Brown (2012). Per-

sistent, or slowly varying, neural population activity

described in many cortical and subcortical brain areas is

commonly believed to represent a neural correlate of evi-

dence accumulation for linking perception and action

Brody and Hanks (2016); Haller et al. (2018). Persistent

activity has been observed in tasks in which information no

longer present in the immediate environment has to be

maintained for future adaptive behavior (working mem-

ory), during an interval prior to or in preparation of a

forthcoming goal-directed action (motor planning), or

during the process of choosing one option from a set of

alternatives on the basis of sensory evidence (perceptual

decision making) (for review see Curtis and Lee (2010)).

Moreover, sustained population activity that appears to be

systematically modulated by the outcome of previous

actions across multiple trials is thought to represent a

neural substrate for learning in an unfamiliar and stochastic

environment Histed et al. (2009).

One proposed neural mechanism for accumulation of

inputs and self-sustained activity over behaviorally rele-

vant timescales is based on excitatory feedback in recurrent

neural networks Seung et al. (2000). A critical requirement

is the fine-tuning of the synaptic interaction strengths. It

ensures that the feedback is kept in exactly the right range

so that the sustained activity at any time represents the time

integral of past inputs. To solve the fine-tuning problem

and increase robustness, additional mechanisms like for

instance the use of bistable neural units with different

activation thresholds have been proposed Koulakov et al.

(2002), (for review of different computational approaches

see Sakai et al. 2006). Due to the bistability, the network

dynamics exhibits multiple stable states even with impre-

cisely tuned feedback. While the increased robustness of

the neural integrator certainly favors the application in real-

world robotics experiments, it comes with the price of a

loss of sensitivity to weaker evidence. Only a sufficiently

strong input may switch between adjacent stable states.

In this paper, we present a novel neural integrator model

Wojtak et al. (2016) based on the theoretical framework of

Dynamic Neural Fields (DNF) that provides a continuous

attractor to perform temporal integration of external and

internal inputs of any strength. At the same time, the

integrator mechanism is robust to perturbations in the

network connectivity. We test the model in two robotics

applications with the ultimate goal to advance the auton-

omy of future robotics assistants. The focus of the exper-

iments is on autonomous decision making guided by past

experiences. To give a broader perspective on HRI appli-

cations beyond the specific examples, we explore in Dis-

cussion how the experimental results may be exploited to

address some of the key challenges that have been identi-

fied for close human–robot collaborative work in a manu-

facturing environment Lin (2017); Tsarouchi et al. (2016).

The first robotics experiment is a pipe assembly task in

which a robot first watches a human assistant grasping a

series of pipes to hand them over to an operator performing

the assembly steps. The goal for the robot is to learn the

serial order of handovers to subsequently substitute the

human assistant in the joint task. Order learning is guided

by the information provided by the vision system about the

color and the length of each pipe. During observation, the

neural integrator of a memory field establishes a gradient of

persistent activations over distinct neural subpopulations

tuned to a specific color-length combination. The integra-

tion time from input onset to the end of the assembly

sequence defines the level of persistent activity. Conse-

quently, the neural representation of the first pipe to be

grasped has the highest activation, whereas the represen-

tation of the last pipe has the lowest. During joint execu-

tion, the competitive neurodynamics of a decision field,

which receives the stable activation gradient as input,

drives the sequential initiation of proactive handovers of all

pipes in the correct order.

The second robotics experiment is a simulated material

handling system in which a mobile robot transports parts or

subassembly parts between workstations. Specifically, the

robot has to search at two workbenches where a required

part may appear with a certain probability in a fixed period

of time. Humans and other animals show in a scenario with

constant probabilities a choice behavior known as the

matching strategy: the fraction of choices made to any

option will match the fraction of total success (or reward)

earned from that option Herrnstein (1961); Lau and

Glimcher (2005). Using the neural integrator model to

incorporate short-term memories of past choices and past

successes in the decision process endows the robot with the

matching behavior. Importantly, we show that the robot

autonomously adapts its internal valuation of the compet-

ing alternatives and consequently its choice behavior to

unsigned changes in the success probabilities Sugrue et al.
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(2004). The robot is thus better able to cope with specific

challenges in more flexible and uncertain manufacturing

systems.

The present work on planning and value-based decision

making of a proactive service robot in an industrial envi-

ronment complements our earlier research on a DNF

architecture for natural human–robot cooperation. Here,

the focus was on the implementation of an action under-

standing and goal inference capacity that allows the robot

to coordinate its decisions and behaviors with a human in

order to achieve a common goal Bicho et al. (2011b);

Erlhagen and Bicho (2014).

The remainder of this article is organized as follows:

The next section summarizes basic principles of DNF

theory and introduces the mathematical models. Section 3

is divided into two subsections in which we describe the

two robotics applications, introduce the DNF architectures

for sequence learning and value-based decision making and

present results of the robotics experiments. Finally, we

discuss the results and related HRI research and give an

outlook on future work. Some technical implementation

issues and the model parameters are given in Appendix.

2 Dynamic field models

2.1 General principles and field equation

Dynamic Neural Fields (DNFs) represent a theoretical

framework for developing cognitive robot control archi-

tectures which is inspired by fundamental cortical pro-

cessing mechanisms Erlhagen and Bicho (2006). Sensory

information guiding behavior in cognitive tasks is repre-

sented by supra-threshold activity patterns or bumps in

recurrently connected neural networks. These patterns are

initially triggered by transient inputs from external sources

but become self-sustained due to the recurrent interactions

within the neural populations. In many robotics applica-

tions, the Dynamic Neural Fields are defined over contin-

uous metric dimensions such as the direction in which the

robot has to move or the size and color of an object to be

manipulated Bicho et al. (2000); Faubel and Schöner

(2008); Ferreira et al. (2014). Sensory information about a

specific value along the coded dimension defines the field

location where the self-stabilized bump develops. Due to

the assumed translation invariance of the neural interac-

tions, the field dynamics supports a spatial continuum of

persistent activity patterns known as a ‘‘continuous

attractor’’ Brody et al. (2003).

The field model first proposed by proposed by Amari [2]

is specifically popular in applications since it favors

analytical treatment Amari (1977); Coombes (2005); Fer-

reira et al. (2016):

s
ouðr; tÞ

ot
¼ �uðr; tÞ þ

Z
X
wðr; r0Þf ðuðr0; tÞ � hÞdr0

� hþ Iðr; tÞ þ �1=2dWðr; tÞ;
ð1Þ

where uðr; tÞ represents the activity at time t of a neuron at

field position r in a spatial domain X which is usually a

subset of Rd. For the present applications, fields with

dimensions d ¼ 1 and d ¼ 2 are used.

The parameter s[ 0 defines the timescale, Iðr; tÞ rep-

resents a time-dependent, localized input centered at site r,

and h[ 0 defines the stable resting state of a field without

external input. wðr; r0Þ is the synaptic weight distribution

which determines the connection strength between inter-

acting neurons at positions r and r0. The distribution is

assumed to depend on the Euclidian distance, jr� r0j, with

excitation dominating at shorter ranges and surround

inhibition. An example is given by a Gaussian function

minus a constant:

wlatðrÞ ¼ Alate
�r2=2r2

latð Þ � glat; ð2Þ

with Alat [ glat [ 0 and rlat [ 0. Another widely used

connectivity function of lateral inhibition type has Mexican

hat shape. It is given by the difference of two Gaussians:

wmexðrÞ ¼ Aexe
�r2=2r2

exð Þ � Aine
�r2=2r2

inð Þ � gmex; ð3Þ

where Aex [Ain [ 0 and rin [ rex [ 0 and gmex [ 0.

The term f ðu� hÞ denotes the firing rate function with

threshold h� 0. A typical example is a smooth sigmoidal

function with steepness parameter b

f ðuÞ ¼ 1

1 þ e�bðu�hÞ : ð4Þ

For b ! 1, f converges to the Heaviside function H

defined by

HðuÞ ¼
1 if u[ h;

0 otherwise ;

�
ð5Þ

which we use throughout the paper. The threshold is cho-

sen as h ¼ 0 Amari (1977). Finally, the additive noise term

dWðr; tÞ describes the increment of a spatially dependent

Wiener process with amplitude � � 1. We use the noise

term to break the symmetry in decision processes in which

different choices get equal or nearly equal support from

input sources.

2.2 Two-field neural integrator

In applications of the Amari model, a sufficiently strong

transient input is used to switch between a stable resting

state and the bump attractor, thus implementing a memory
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function. However, since the shape of the bump is exclu-

sively defined by the recurrent interactions within the

population, the model cannot be used to memorize in

addition the strength or duration of sensory signals nor can

it be applied as an integrator of inputs arriving at different

points in time. The new field model formalized by two

coupled Amari equations overcomes this limitation Wojtak

et al. (2016). Bump solutions lie on a two-dimensional

attractor, defined by a continuum of positions and ampli-

tudes. Bumps with varying amplitudes may thus be used to

robustly represent the accumulation of sensory and other

evidence over time.

The activities at time t and spatial position r of the two

coupled fields, uðr; tÞ and vðr; tÞ, are governed by the

equations:

s
ouðr; tÞ

ot
¼ �uðr; tÞ þ vðr; tÞ

þ
Z
X
wmexðr; r0Þf ðuðr0; tÞ � hÞdr0

þ Iðr; tÞ þ �1=2dWðr; tÞ;

ð6aÞ

s
ovðr; tÞ

ot
¼ �vðr; tÞ þ uðr; tÞ

�
Z
X
wmexðr; r0Þf ðuðr0; tÞ � hÞdr0:

ð6bÞ

2.3 Multi-item memory versus decision making

Figure 1 shows two examples of input-driven bump solu-

tions in a one-dimensional field that are used in robotics

applications to implement two fundamental cognitive

functions, working memory and decision making. The

evolution of a single bump shown in Fig. 1a is governed by

equation (1) with strong lateral inhibition (2), whereas the

dynamics of the two-field model (6) supports the multi-

bump solution shown in Fig. 1b. Both fields received

simultaneously three transient inputs of equal duration, but

different strengths, AIj , modeled as Gaussians centered at

positions xcj :

IðxÞ ¼
X3

j¼1

AIje
�ðx�xcj Þ

2=2r2
Ið Þ: ð7Þ

The inputs may represent for instance sensory information

about movement direction to three potential targets. In the

Amari case, the strong competition between stimulated

field sites guarantees that only one bump may exist at all

time. The bump represents in this example a decision to

engage in the choice getting the strongest sensory support.

The multi-bump pattern, on the other hand, can be seen as a

multi-item memory of all possible choices including their

relative strengths.

2.4 Choosing parameter values

The design of DNF architectures for robot control is

based on localized activation patterns as fundamental units

representing task-relevant information. For the designer, it

is therefore important to understand the conditions for the

model parameters that guarantee their existence and sta-

bility. We briefly summarize here the main ideas of an

analytical approach developed by Amari [2]. For a more

detailed tutorial in the context of robotics applications see

Erlhagen and Bicho (2006). A recent overview of analyt-

ical and numerical tools for DNFs can be found in

Coombes et al. (2014).

Amari’s approach is based on the assumption that for the

choice of Heaviside step function (5), the pattern formation

process can be understood by analyzing the evolution

equations of the bump boundaries. Amari defines the finite

region of suprathreshold activity of a single stationary

bump as RðuÞ ¼ fxjuðxÞ[ hg ¼ ðx1; x2Þ with uðx1Þ ¼
uðx2Þ ¼ h and derives a simple condition for the existence

of a bump of width D ¼ x2 � x1. In the absence of input,

the existence of this solution is determined by the roots of

Fig. 1 Input-driven steady-state solutions of models (1) and (6) are

shown. Input parameters are AIj 2 f1:5; 4; 2g and rI ¼ 1:5, and input

duration is dIj ¼ 1. a Single bump of Amari model (1). The

connectivity function is given by (2) with Alat ¼ 1:5, rlat ¼ 1 and

glat ¼ 0:5. b Three bump in u(x) (solid line) of the two-field model (6)

and corresponding activity pattern of v(x) (dashed line). The

connectivity function is given by (3) with Aex ¼ 3, Ain ¼ 1:5,

rex ¼ 2, rin ¼ 4 and gmex ¼ 0:1
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FðDÞ ¼ �hþWðDÞ ¼ 0; ð8Þ

where W(x) is the integral of weight function w(x)

WðxÞ ¼
Z x

0

wðyÞdy: ð9Þ

The analogous condition for the bump existence in the two-

field model is determined by the roots of

FðDÞ ¼ �2hþ K þWðDÞ ¼ 0; ð10Þ

where K equals the sum of the initial states at t ¼ 0 of the

two fields, that is, K ¼ uðx; 0Þ þ vðx; 0Þ, which we choose

to be constant in the applications. Figure 2 illustrates the

existence conditions for the two interactions kernels and a

Heaviside nonlinearity with threshold h ¼ 0 used in model

simulations of Fig. 1. For both models, the bump solution is

stable if

dFðDÞ=dD\0; ð11Þ

and unstable otherwise.

Figure 3 shows that for range of threshold values,

0� h\Wmax for the Amari model and 0� h\ðWmax þ
KÞ=2 for the two-field model, two bump solutions co-exist

which have different widths, D0\D. The wider bump is

stable (solid line), whereas the narrower bump is unsta-

ble (dashed line). With the other model parameters fixed,

the shape of the stable bump can be controlled by varying

the parameter h. This is evident for the bump width shown

in Fig. 3. Using tools from numerical bifurcation analysis

Rankin et al. (2014), further insights into the dependence

of the bump shape on model parameters can be gained by

tracking the bump solution when a specific model param-

eter is changed. An example is shown in Fig. 4 where the

maximum bump activity is plotted as function of h. To

summarize, there exists a whole range of suitable parame-

ter values and this range can be determined analytically.

The evolution of bumps is triggered by localized input

from connected fields with suprathreshold activity patterns

and/or localized input from external sources (e.g., robot

camera). We model the external input for convenience as a

Gaussian function with strength parameter AI and standard

deviation rI . Since for the two-field neural integrator, the

width of a transient input affects bump width, 2rI is chosen

in order to approximately match the bump width D defined

by condition (10). Since for the current applications, only

the peak position of the bump matters, rI is not a sensible

parameter. Input strength AI and input duration, however,

play an important role. The accumulated evidence from

internal and external input sources is reflected in the bump

height which affects decision processes. While the two-

field model integrates and memorizes localized input of

any strength, we use the Amari model in a dynamic regime

in which input strength may make a difference. For the

choice h[ 0, the two bump solutions defined by condition

(8) co-exist with a stable resting state, uðxÞ ¼ 0 8x Amari

(1977). This means that only a sufficiently strong input,

AI [ h, may drive the evolution of a self-stabilized bump.

Weaker input ‘‘pre-activates’’ neural populations only, and

the activity decays to resting level when the input is

removed.

For the building and numerically solving of complex

control architectures consisting of many coupled DNFs

(e.g., the HRI architectures in Bicho et al. (2011b); Erl-

hagen and Bicho (2014)) open-source software frameworks

such as Cedar Lomp et al. (2016) exist. They provide

graphical programming interfaces which allow the user to

individually parameterize each field along the lines just

discussed. Cedar also allows to integrate simulations of a

robot, of its sensors and of its working environment.

3 Robotics applications

3.1 Sequence learning and planning in a pipe
assembly task

The first experiment is a pipe assembly task in which the

robot learns the sequential order of handing over different

pipes to an operator who performs the assembly steps. We

apply a learning by demonstration paradigm which has

been successfully used in the past to teach robots sequential

tasks Billard et al. (2008); Erlhagen et al. (2006); Sousa

Fig. 2 Integral W(x) of weight

function w(x) given by (2)

(a) and (3) (b). Parameters of

the weight functions as in Fig. 1
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et al. (2015). An important practical pre-requisite is that

robot learning should be efficient and fast since the human

tutors cannot be expected to repeat the demonstration of the

action sequence several times Pardowitz et al. (2007).

Since the robot is not directly involved in the assembly

work, only the sequence of pipe transfers between the

assistant and the operator is demonstrated for simplicity.

Note however that the neural computations support fast

serial-order learning of the entire assembly sequence

including the manipulation of pipes initially located in the

operator’s workspace Sousa et al. [25]. The learning is

guided by the information provided by the vision system

about the length and the hue value in color space coordi-

nates of each pipe. The combined feature information

allows the robot to distinguish the different pipes. For

simplicity, the three possible pipe lengths are labeled in the

following as short, medium and long, respectively. Fol-

lowing the learning by demonstration phase, the robot

demonstrates the acquired task knowledge by assisting the

human operator in the assembly work. To support fluency

of joint task executing, the robot has to plan and initiate the

handover of a particular pipe in anticipation of the worker’s

need.

For the experiment, we used the collaborative robot

Sawyer designed by the company ‘‘Rethink Robotics.’’ It is

featured by a 7 degrees of freedom robot arm with 1.26

meters reach that operates in work cells defined for

humans. The ‘‘head’’ mounted on top consists of a LCD

display and a camera system. An additional camera system

is mounted on the arm. We used the head camera to pro-

vide the information about length and color at the moment

when the ‘‘giver’’ has transported the pipe to the exchange

position and the ‘‘receiver’’ touches it. During joint task

execution, the reach-grasp-transport trajectory of the robot

arm to a pre-defined exchange position is generated using

the ‘‘HUMP’’ planner developed by our group Silva et al.

(2015). It guarantees human-like features of the robot arm

movements.

3.1.1 Model architecture

Figure 5 presents a sketch of the DNF model imple-

mented as part of the control architecture of the robot

Sawyer. It consists of several interconnected two-dimen-

sional fields spanned over the input dimensions

ðx; yÞ ¼ ðlength, colorÞ.
The model generalizes an earlier one-dimensional

sequence learning model which we have applied to teach a

robot by demonstration a color-coded musical sequence

Ferreira et al. (2014). From a computational perspective,

the important innovation is that the neural integrator sim-

plifies the processing and storage of serial information. No

additional neural mechanisms (e.g., a threshold accom-

modation dynamics used in Ferreira et al. (2014)) have to

be applied to account for stable bumps with varying

amplitudes.

The perceptual field uper, governed by the Amari equa-

tion (1) with kernel (2), receives a two-dimensional

Gaussian input representing the length–color combination

of a specific pipe that the vision system detects at the

exchange position. The neural dynamics in the sequence

memory layer is governed by the coupled neural integrator

equations, um and vm, given by (6) with kernel (3). The um
population receives two types of excitatory input (solid

lines):

Fig. 3 Stability of one-bump

solutions in the Amari model

(a) and the two-field model (b).

Parameters of connectivity

functions (2) and (3) as in Fig. 1

Fig. 4 Bifurcation curves

showing one-bump solutions of

the Amari model (a) and the

two-field model (b)
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Iðx; y; tÞ ¼ uperðx; y; tÞf ðuperðx; y; tÞÞ þ Icf ðumðx; y; tÞÞ:
ð12Þ

The first term on the right side describes the input from the

perceptual field at position (x, y) where sensory informa-

tion has triggered the evolution of a suprathreshold activity

pattern. Through inhibitory feedback connections (dashed

line), the bump in uper becomes destabilized (and the input

disappears) once a memory bump in ðum; vmÞ has been

established at the corresponding position. The second term

describes a constant input Ic to all neurons in um, which is

defined by the summed suprathreshold activation in the

‘‘sequence onset’’ field uon:

Ic ¼ j
Z

fx:uonðxÞ� 0g

f ðuonðxÞÞdx; ð13Þ

where j[ 0 defines the input strength.

A bump in this one-dimensional field represents the

memory of an additional color cue that signals to the robot

the onset of the sequence demonstration. Due to the mul-

tiplicative gating by the suprathreshold activity, f ðumÞ, the

integration of the constant input, Ic, manifests only at sites

where the transient input from uper has already driven the

evolution of a bump. As a consequence, the earlier a certain

pipe has been manipulated during demonstration, the

higher is its memory bump. An activation gradient estab-

lished in ðum; vmÞ thus encodes serial order. Gradient-based

modeling approaches to serial order are known in the lit-

erature as competitive cuing or ordinal models Rhodes

et al. (2004). The integration of the constant input stops

when a second color cue (not shown), signaling the end of

the sequence demonstration, destabilizes the bump in uon.

During joint execution of the assembly task, the choice

which pipe to manipulate next is made in the decision field

ud governed by equation (1) with kernel (2). It receives the

stationary activation gradient of um as subthreshold, exci-

tatory input:

Iðx; yÞ ¼ umðx; yÞ: ð14Þ

The planning and execution of the whole sequence starts

with the sequence onset signal. It triggers the continuous

increase of the baseline activity hd. A simple linear

dynamics is used with a timescale sd ¼ 1=j controlled by

the strength parameter j[ 0:

sd
dhdðtÞ

dt
¼

Z

fx:uonðxÞ� 0g

f ðuonðxÞÞdx; hdðt0Þ ¼ hd0
\0:

ð15Þ

The subpopulation of ud with highest pre-activation

reaches the threshold for creating a bump first. The

moment of reaching the threshold is used to trigger the

reach-to-grasp movement toward the specific pipe. The

bump is destabilized by inhibitory input (dashed line) from

a bump in the working memory field uwm which is initially

driven by visual input. This input indicates that the hand of

the human worker has reached the exchange position to

receive the pipe. Subsequently, the neural representation of

the next pipe to be manipulated by the robot becomes

active in ud. This autonomous planning process continues

until the memory representation of the last pipe with the

lowest pre-activation has been processed.

Fig. 5 Schematic view of the DNF model with several interconnected

fields implementing sequence learning and sequence planning
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To enable stable multi-bump solutions in the working

memory field uwm governed a dimensional Amari equation

(1), an oscillatory connectivity function Ferreira et al.

(2016); Laing et al. (2002) is used:

woscðrÞ ¼ Aosce
�bjrjðb sin jrj þ cos rÞ; ð16Þ

where Aosc controls the amplitude and b[ 0 the rate at

which the oscillations decay with distance.

3.1.2 Results—sequence learning and planning

The robot Sawyer watches the human assistant handing

over 4 pipes to the worker in the following order: pink-

medium ! orange-medium ! orange-short ! dark-

blue-long. Figure 6 shows two snapshots at the beginning

and the end of the demonstration together with the

corresponding activity patterns in the sequence memory

field. At time t ¼ 15s a single bump has evolved rep-

resenting the pink-medium pipe. Immediately after the

transfer of the dark-blue-long pipe, at time t ¼ 57s, all 4

pipes are represented in memory with bump amplitudes

reflecting serial order. Figure 7 depicts the time course

of the sequential bump formation relative to sequence

onset at time t ¼ 0.

During joint task execution together with the human

operator, Sawyer takes the role of the giver. Figure 8a

depicts the temporal evolution of suprathreshold activity of

the subpopulations in the decision field ud representing

motor plans directed toward the different pipes (solid

lines). The field dynamics activates the individual han-

dovers in the correct serial order. The suprathreshold

activity of each subpopulation decays back to resting state

due to the inhibition from bumps evolving at corresponding

sites in the working memory field uwm (dashed lines). The

Fig. 6 Snapshots of the

sequence demonstration (a and

c) and corresponding bump

formation in the memory field

um spanned over the dimensions

color and length (b and d) (color

figure online)

Fig. 7 Temporal evolution of population activities in the memory

field um during sequence demonstration. The start and stop signals are

presented at times t ¼ 0 and t ¼ 80s, respectively
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video snapshot (Fig. 8b) taken at time t ¼ 86s shows the

worker mounting a pipe that she had picked from her

workspace. By comparing the population activity in the

decision field at the same time (Fig. 8c), it becomes clear

that Sawyer already starts the handover of the dark-blue-

long pipe that the worker has to assemble next. Note that

the duration of the whole sequence during joint execution

is significantly longer than during demonstration (compare

Fig. 7) since the operator assembles additional pipes

located within reach on her side.

As shown in Figure 9, the robot is able to accelerate the

planning of the entire transfer sequence to adapt to an

operator executing the assembly steps with higher speed.

This acceleration can be achieved by applying an addi-

tional input to the decision field. It may for instance rep-

resent a request gesture signaling to the robot that the

operator awaits the next pipe Erlhagen and Bicho (2014).

The additional input either increases the baseline activity

hd0
or the slope of linear ramp-to-threshold dynamics (15).

Since in modern assembly manufacturing the ordering of

activities is often left to the discretion of the operator, the

robot should also be able to adapt to changes in serial order

of task execution Wilcox et al. (2013). The activation-

based learning implemented in the DNF model ensures that

a single-task demonstration is sufficient to establish an

activation gradient representing the new order. However, to

memorize simultaneously the order preferences of different

operators, activation gradients in separate memory fields

have to be established (for a DNF representation of dif-

ferent serial orders in a single memory field see Sousa et al.

(2015)). During joint task execution, the read-out of the

correct memory representation can be ensured, in principle,

by a multiplicative gating of the different memory inputs

(defined by (14)) to the decision field ud with a user-

specific sensory signal. Only the memory pattern which

gets this additional support preshapes ud and consequently

affects sequence planning.

Fig. 8 a Comparison of the

temporal evolution of

population activities in the

decision field ud (solid line) and

the working memory field uwm
(dashed line). The start and stop

signals are presented at t ¼ 0

and t ¼ 110s, respectively. b
The worker is still mounting a

pipe, while Sawyer is already

grasping the next one. c Bump

formation in the decision field

ud , and d multi-bump pattern in

the working memory field uwm
at time t ¼ 86s

Fig. 9 Comparison of temporal evolution of population activities in

the decision field ud (solid line) and the working memory field uwm
(dashed line) for a faster sequence planning and execution. The start

and stop signals are presented at times t ¼ 0 and t ¼ 100s,
respectively
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3.2 Value-based decision making in a material
handling task

The second experiment is inspired by challenges for

material handling robots in more flexible and therefore less

predictable manufacturing processes Choe et al. (2015).

Such robots play a central role in industrial assembly lines

by transporting parts or subassembly parts between work-

stations. Figure 10a shows a top view of a simulated

environment in which a mobile robot equipped with a

forklift has to pick up a bulky object positioned on a pallet

to deliver it to an operator located in an uploading area. For

future real-world tests, it is interesting to notice that the

DNF approach to cognition is highly compatible with the

attractor dynamics approach to autonomous navigation of

mobile robots Bicho et al. (2000) (see Discussion).

Recently, the approach has been successfully tested in a

factory environment cluttered with stationary and moving

obstacles Machado et al. (2019); Louro et al. (2019).

For the material handling task, the main challenge for

the robot is to deal with an environment characterized by

uncertainty. The searched object may arrive in a certain

time interval DT with independent probabilities at two

possible locations, A and B, which are hidden from the

robot’s camera view. To maximize the success rate of the

object search over a longer time period, the robot has to

adapt its choice behavior to the statistics of the

environment.

We assume that during the duration T of the experiment,

the robot is forced to make every DT time units a decision

to search at A or B and then deliver the object at the upload

area, or, in case of no success, return directly to the park

position. For the evaluation of the robot performance thus

exist N ¼ T=DT trials. For simplicity, we further assume

the existence of an external computer clock to trigger the

start of each decision process. Note that neural integrator

model (6) may be used as well to autonomously measure

and reproduce time intervals Wojtak et al. (2019). We

leave this interesting issue for future work (see

Fig. 10 a Top view of a simulated factory environment with a park

position for the mobile robot, two target locations A and B, and an

uploading area. b Robot at the moment of making a decision to search

the object at location A (left side) or location B (right side). c Robot

finds the object at location A (left) to pick it up and deliver it at the

uploading area
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Discussion). Since the probabilities of finding the specific

object at the two locations are independent, in each trial,

both locations, only one of the locations or none of the

locations, guarantee success. Once the object has arrived at

a particular location, it stays there until the robot picks it

up.

3.2.1 Model architecture

The DNF model guiding the robot’s decisions is inspired

by findings in neurophysiological and behavioral studies

investigating choice behavior in conceptually similar tasks

with humans and other animals Lau and Glimcher (2005);

Sugrue et al. (2004). They suggest that it is necessary to

integrate in the decision process both past choices and past

successes in order to capture an optimal probabilistic

strategy in stationary as well as dynamically changing

environments.

Figure 11 depicts the model architecture with three

coupled fields spanned over the behavioral dimension

‘‘movement direction.’’ Bumps in the decision field ud at

locations encoding target A to the left or target B to the

right of the start position drive the activation of two neural

integrators ður; vrÞ and ðuc; vcÞ. They represent, respec-

tively, cumulative success and cumulative choice for each

of the options. The input to the uc population is given by

Icðx; tÞ ¼
Z
X
wlatðx� yÞf ðudðy; tÞ � hÞdy; ð17Þ

whereas the ur population receives the input

Irðx; tÞ ¼ Krf ðudðx; tÞ � hÞRðxÞ; ð18Þ

where Kr [ 0 is a scaling factor. The integration of

suprathreshold activation in ud is gated by a function R(x)

which indicates whether the robot’s camera has detected

the color-coded object or not, that is, RðxÞ ¼ 1 if the object

is found and RðxÞ ¼ 0 if not.

The decision field ud receives in trial n the summed

activation of the two success integration fields at the end of

trial n� 1, urn�1
þ vrn�1

, as excitatory input, whereas the

summed activation of the two choice integration fields,

ucn�1
þ vcn�1

, is taken as inhibitory input:

Idðx; tÞ ¼ urn�1
ðxÞ þ vrn�1

ðxÞð Þ

� cd ucn�1
ðxÞ þ vcn�1

ðxÞð Þ;
ð19Þ

where cd [ 0 is a scaling parameter. The different input

signs may be understood by the fact that the simple strategy

to always choose the target with higher success probability

will not maximize the overall success rate. Due to the per-

sistence of the object at the target location, the likelihood to

find the object at the less likely location increases with the

time elapsed from the last choices. The robot should thus

visit from time to time also this location. The net effect of the

inputs to ud at the beginning of each trial is a preshaping of

the neural subpopulations encoding locations A and B. It sets

on a trial-by-trial basis the initial condition for the bump

formation which is initiated by ramp-to-threshold dynamics

(15). An open question is how many past trials should inform

the current decision. The issue of the integration timescale is

particularly relevant for environments in which the value

(success frequency) of each option may change without

warning Iigaya et al. (2019). Following the discussion in

Sugrue et al. (2004), we address this issue by resetting the

activation pattern of the integrators to their initial values after

a fixed number of Nre ¼ 8 trials.

3.2.2 Results—value-based decision making

In the first simulation experiment, we assume that the

mobile robot knows the true success probability of each

option either through learning in a stationary environment

or by instruction. Under this condition, matching behavior

is known to represent the optimal strategy for maximizing

the overall success Lau and Glimcher (2005); Sugrue et al.

(2004). The ‘‘matching law’’ states that an agent allocates

choices in a proportion that matches the relative success

experienced on these choices. For the present two-choice

search task, this translates to write the following formula in

an equation environment Ni=ðNA þ NBÞ ¼ Si=ðSAþ
SBÞ; i ¼ A;B, where Ni represents the number of times

location i has been chosen and Si the number of times the

robot has found the object at that location. The prior task

Fig. 11 Model architecture consisting of a decision field ud , and fields

for choice and success integration ðuc; vcÞ and ður ; vrÞ, respectively.

Solid arrows indicate excitatory and dashed arrows inhibitory

connections between fields
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knowledge is modeled as additional Gaussian inputs to the

subpopulations representing directions A and B with

strengths proportional to the success probabilities Erlhagen

and Schöner (2002):

IprobðxÞ ¼ APA
e �ðx�xPA Þ

2=2r2
Pð Þ

þ APB
e �ðx�xPB Þ

2=2r2
Pð Þ;

ð20Þ

where 0\APA
\1 and 0\APB

\1.

The decision process in the first trial thus starts from a

two-peak, bimodal resting state shown in Figure 12.

Figure 13 illustrates the decision process in four suc-

cessive trials in which the prior probabilities are 30% and

40% for target A and target B, respectively. The activity

patterns in ud at the start (top) and the end of each trial

(middle) together with the pattern in uc at the end of the

trial (bottom) are shown. The decision in the first trial

reflects the prior information that the location B has higher

success probability. In the second trial, the robot decides to

go again to B despite the fact that the prior decision was

unsuccessful and the inhibition from the bump in uc has

reduced the preshape at position B. The decision is again

unsuccessful. In the third trial, the robot changes its deci-

sion and finds the object at A. The switch is due to the

further increased inhibition from the pattern in uc reflecting

two B choices. In the fourth trial, the robot moves again to

A due to the excitation from ur, reflecting the success in the

last trial (not shown), and the relatively smaller inhibition

from uc at A compared to B.

Table 1 summarizes the results of eight successive trials

with the choice pattern (B, B, A, A, B, B, A, B). It shows

that in the fourth trial no object was available and in three

trials with an object available at A the wrong decision was

made. To systematically analyze the search efficiency of

the robot and compare it with the efficiency of two alter-

native search strategies, we run blocks of N ¼ 1000 trials

with different probability ratios for locations A and B.

Search efficiency is defined as the total success achieved

divided by the number of available objects. The simple

alternative strategies are (1) to go always to the location

with higher success probability, which we call the ‘‘Most

Likely’’ (ML) strategy, and (2) to stay at the option if

successful and change the option if not, known in the lit-

erature as ‘‘Win-Stay-Lose-Switch’’ (WSLS) strategy. The

results in Table 2 show that for all tested ratios, the DNF

model outperforms the two alternative strategies. The dif-

ference in search efficiency is in particular evident for

cases in which both targets have similar but relatively low

success probabilities (e.g., 30/40). Moreover, the distribu-

tion of choices among the two alternatives generated by the

DNF model closely matches the success ratio.

In a second experiment, we tested the situation in which

the robot searches the object at A and B without prior

knowledge about the success probability at each location.

In addition, the probabilities change after N ¼ 100 trials

without warning and the robot has to adjust the distribution

of decisions among the alternatives to this new situation to

guarantee a high search efficiency. The first decision pro-

cess in ud now starts from equally pre-activated popula-

tions representing the possible movement directions A and

B (compare Fig. 12). Figure 14a shows the activity distri-

bution in ud at the beginning of trial 16 in a block in which

the probabilities for A and B are 30% and 40%, respec-

tively. The activity pattern is shaped by the summed acti-

vations of the choice and success integrators, uc þ vc
(Fig. 14b) and ur þ vr (Fig. 14c), respectively. The pre-

shape pattern predicts the decision to go to target B. Fig-

ure 14 (bottom row) depicts the same activation snapshots

after trial 110 which is part of a block in which the success

probabilities have changed (at trial 100) to 60% for A and

20% for B. Now the preshape pattern in ud predicts loca-

tion A as current choice. Figure 15 compares for both

blocks of N ¼ 100 trials the cumulative choices of target A

and target B (blue curve) with the average ratio of success.

Two features of the robot’s behavior are notable. First, the

robot appears to adjust quite quickly its decisions to the

unsigned change in success probabilities. Second, the robot

chooses the location with lower probability more often than

expected if it knew the true success probabilities, a well-

known phenomenon described in the Cognitive Science

literature as undermatching Iigaya et al. (2019); Lau and

Glimcher (2005). Importantly, however, the robot shows a

high search efficiency in both blocks with 85:7% and

73:8%, respectively. Again, the DNF model outperforms

the two alternative strategies (compare Table 3).

In the present study, the two integrators were reset to

their initial values every 8 trials. Intuitively it is clear that

the integration time which maximizes the success rate for a

given time period depends on the statistics of the envi-

ronment. Under relatively stable conditions, it is better to

take into account a large number of past choices and suc-

cesses to estimate the current values of competing options.

This is equivalent to introducing a constant prior belief in

Fig. 12 Initial state of the decision field ud at the beginning of trial

n ¼ 1 which is shaped by the prior knowledge about the success

probabilities for A and B given by (20) with APA
¼ 0:3, APB

¼ 0:7,

rP ¼ 0:75
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the model like shown in Figure 12. In nonstationary envi-

ronments, however, the robot should weight recent events

more heavily, as old ones may not be informative anymore

for the current choice. The question how the neural inte-

grators might autonomously adapt the integration time

window to optimize search efficiency is a current research

topic Iigaya et al. (2019) but goes beyond the scope of this

paper. It is interesting to notice however that the neural

activations representing both options in ðuc; vcÞ might be

used to ‘‘count’’ the total number of past choices since the

last reset. All one has to assume is that the reset mechanism

is triggered when the total activation in the choice inte-

gration field reaches a pre-defined read-out threshold.

Fig. 13 Snapshots of the simulator illustrating the robot’s decisions in the first 4 trials of the experiment. For details see the text and Table 1

Table 1 Availability of objects in locations A and B, robot’s deci-

sions and decision outcomes in a series of 8 successive trials. The

success probabilities for A and B are 30% and 40%, respectively

Trial no. Available objects Decision Success

Left Right

1 1 0 Right No

2 1 0 Right No

3 1 0 Left Yes

4 0 0 Left No

5 0 1 Right Yes

6 1 0 Right No

7 1 1 Left Yes

8 0 1 Right Yes
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4 Discussion

In this study, we tested neurocomputational processing

principles that support natural and efficient human–robot

cooperation by endowing the robot with true autonomy in

planning and decision making. The two test scenarios are

taken from modern manufacturing and assembly environ-

ments that are characterized by a high variability in the

built process. To provide a productivity benefit, a robotic

assistant should be able to efficiently acquire and adapt

knowledge about the order of activities and workflow and

to make decisions in partly unknown environments.

The DNF approach is consistent with the hypothesis that

computational principles supporting the flexible control of

cognitive behaviors may be understood from a dynamical

systems perspective Remington et al. (2018); Schöner

Table 2 The performance of the DNF model is compared with the performances of the ML and WSLS strategies in five blocks with different

probability ratios for the two locations

Success probability

(left/right)

Choice ratio

(left/right)

Success ratio

(left/right)

Search efficiency (DNF

model)

Search efficiency (ML

strategy)

Search efficiency (WSLS

strategy)

30/70 24.0/76.0 23.5/76.5 76.5% 70.0% 64.7%

30/40 40.1/59.9 40.1/59.9 79.0% 57.1% 67.1%

60/70 43.2/56.8 42.4/57.6 65.9% 53.9% 55.4%

50/20 73.2/26.8 74.4/25.6 82.3% 71.4% 70.6%

30/30 49.7/50.3 49.8/50.2 81.0% 50.0% 69.7%

Fig. 14 a–c First block of trials with 30% and 40% success

probability for A and B, respectively. The resting state at the

beginning of trial 16 is shown in the decision field ud (a) which is

shaped by the inputs from the choice integrator (b) and the success

integrator (c). d–f Second block of trials with 60% and 20% success

probability for A and B, respectively. The resting state at the

beginning of trial 110 in shown in the decision field ud (d) which is

shaped by the inputs from the choice integrator (e) and the success

integrator (f)

Fig. 15 Dynamic matching behavior. The blue curve indicates the

cumulative choices of target A and target B. The black lines represent

the average ratio of success (B/A) within each of the two blocks of

N ¼ 100 trials: B/A ¼ 40=30 in the 1st block and 20/60 in the 2nd

block. Search efficiency: 85:7% (1st block) and 73:8% (2nd block)
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(2019). Computations determined by strong recurrent

interactions between neurons can be rapidly reconfigured

without any change in the network structure by controlling

the system’s inputs and initial conditions. In the two test

scenarios, the robot’s decision process is modeled in the

field ud as a transition from a stable resting state to a bump

attractor. The resting state appears to be preshaped by

inputs from connected populations that represent memo-

rized sensory information about serial order of object

transfers or the accumulated evidence about the choice and

success history of competing target locations. For the DNF

framework, the main novelty is that stable bump solutions

of the two-field model support a continuous temporal

integration of sensory and other evidence. There is no need

to refer to additional processing mechanisms that are

specifically designed to model stable bumps with a range of

possible amplitudes, (e.g., Erlhagen and Schöner (2002);

Ferreira et al. (2014); Koulakov et al. (2002)).

Our neurodynamics approach with brain-like represen-

tations differs fundamentally from more traditional AI

approaches to human–robot cooperation that use logic-

based knowledge representations operating on high-level

symbols. Their abstract meaning is easy for humans to

understand which favors human–robot interactions based

on spoken commands Agostini et al. (2017). A more

intuitive interaction with a human operator can be achieved

in principle by enriching the robot’s knowledge base with

heuristics and preferences (formulated as production rules)

that humans use in a specific task. A control architecture

based on SOAR is a modern example which pursues this

paradigm Mayer et al. (2011). The main drawback of the

approach based on static symbols is that the representations

and task rules have to be hand-crafted by a human expert

since the robot is not able to self-generate internal repre-

sentations. Having the human programmer in the loop to

cope with dynamically changing task conditions of a

modern manufacturing environment represents an often

intractable burden. In the DNF approach, the fields are

spanned over dimensions that a human operator may

identify as being task relevant. The multi-bump pattern in

um is not only able to represent all possible combinations of

sensed object features in the continuous color-size space

but also automatically adapts to different orders and

lengths (including repeated items, Ferreira et al. (2014)) of

demonstrated handover or other object manipulation

sequences. The computational principles guiding the trial-

by-trial target selection in the decision field spanned over

movement direction can be easily extended to more than

two competing targets and additional input factors that may

bias the decision process (e.g., travel effort/time).

The presented computational principles and results may

be used to address several key challenges that have been

identified for close human–robot collaborative work in

manufacturing environments Lin (2017); Tsarouchi et al.

(2016). First, preferences about task completion are prone

to change since the order of activities in many manual

processes is left to the discretion of the human operators

Wilcox et al. (2013). As already discussed before, the

learning by demonstration paradigm can be in principle

applied to quickly teach different serial orders represented

by activation gradients in separate dynamic fields. In a

recent robotics experiment Sousa et al. (2015), we have

used the spontaneous recall of different gradient-based

sequence memories as input to a recurrent neural network

(RNN). It slowly and gradually established through weight-

based learning long-term associations between neural rep-

resentations of different assembly steps. The ultimate goal

was to extract generalized task knowledge from user

demonstrations which includes the possibility to follow

multiple serial orders to achieve a desired end state and the

learning of causal relationships between assembly steps

(e.g., steps 1 to 4 have to be finished in arbitrary order

before step 5 can be executed). The spontaneous recall of

serial order memory during off-line periods, which the self-

stabilizing properties of the neural field representations

support, is of great practical importance for robot learning

since human tutors cannot be expected to demonstrate the

task execution many times.

As shown in Figs. 6 and 8, the one-shot learning of serial

order allows the robot to act in advance of the operator’s

Table 3 The performance of the DNF model is compared with the

performances of the ML and WSLS strategies in a dynamic

environment with two blocks with different probability ratios for

the two locations. The change in the probabilities after N ¼ 100 trials

is not signaled to the robot. For the ML strategy, we assume that the

robot still believes in the second block that location B is the more

likely one

Block Success probability

(left/right)

Choice ratio

(left/right)

Success ratio

(left/right)

Search efficiency

(DNF model)

Search efficiency (ML

strategy)

Search efficiency

(WSLS strategy)

1 30/40 47.0/53.0 41.7/58.3 85.7 % 57.1 % 71.4%

2 60/20 58.0/42.0 71.2/28.8 73.8 % 25.0 % 66.2%
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need, rather than just reacting to a request. For efficient and

successful joint action it is highly desirable that an assistant

shows such a proactive attitude also when the operator

makes an error Lin (2017). To avoid time-consuming dis-

assembly steps, the robot should be able to detect and

communicate errors before they manifest in the construc-

tion work (a capacity termed proactive resilience in engi-

neered industrial systems Wang et al. (2018a)). In previous

research, we have developed a control architecture for

natural HRI based on the DNF framework. It implements a

highly context-sensitive mapping of an observed action of

the co-worker onto an adequate complementary robot

behavior. This mapping takes into account different task-

related and user-related factors including an error moni-

toring capacity Bicho et al. (2011a, 2012); Silva et al.

(2016). Neural populations encode in their suprathreshold

activity a mismatch between which assembly step the

operator should execute (shared task knowledge) and the

predicted assembly step inferred from the observed motor

behavior. For the pipe assembly paradigm, assuming that

the robot has learned the serial order of the entire assembly

sequence, it may detect a serial order error at the moment

when the operator grasps a specific pipe. An adequate

complementary robot behavior would be to inform the

operator verbally or with a communicative gesture about

the error Bicho et al. (2010).

Ideally, the robot should be able to inform the operator

even before she has started to grasps the pipe. In many

circumstances, humans are able to infer the motor intention

of ongoing goal-directed movements solely based on the

observed kinematics of arm and hand Zunino et al. (2020).

We are currently exploring the application of deep neural

networks (DNNs) LeCun et al. (2015) as a data-driven

approach to human action recognition and understanding in

a manufacturing environment. The central concept behind

all deep learning methodology is the automated discovery

of a hierarchy of features or representations that reflect the

semantic content of raw sensory data on different levels of

abstraction. These representations may then be used to

implement hierarchical processes that predict sensory

events. Recent experiments show that DNN architectures

may outperform humans in such complex classification

tasks like predicting different final intentions of the same

class of grasping movements (e.g., grasping for placing or

grasping for passing a certain object, Zunino et al. (2020)).

For typical HRI applications, the type of the part or the tool

the operator is going to manipulate may help the intention

classification (e.g., grasping a screw driver Wang et al.

(2018b)).

While there is a growing interest in using deep learning

in robotics, there are currently still only few robotics

applications that exploit the function approximation

capacity of deep networks to mediate the learning, storage

and interpolation of input representations to predict the

value of states and actions. One reason for this situation is

that, in practice, deep architectures require a huge amount

of (often labeled) training data which are quite expensive to

collect with physical robots (for review see Sünderhauf

et al. (2018)). Even if simulated data are used in part to

substitute the real-world experiments, the amount of

training time is usually huge when trying to optimize the

large amount of network parameters involved. We see the

dynamic field approach together with a learning by

demonstration paradigm as a highly attractive compromise

for HRI in an industrial environment. It lies on a spectrum

along which the relative and complementary contributions

of programming and data vary. On the one end of the

spectrum, classical AI focuses on reasoning with rules

defined by experts, with little or no adaptation and learning

involved. On the other end of the spectrum lies deep

learning which replaces programming by training of a

network architecture (the training procedure itself is a

programmed algorithm) with the promise to find relevant

representations automatically. As shown in the two robot-

ics examples, the DNF approach relies on a limited number

of computational principles such as a memory function and

a continuous neural integrator based on persistent activity

that are built into the system. Importantly, these principles

are powerful and general enough to support highly efficient

learning of other related tasks. For instance, we have

recently shown that the build-up of an activation gradient

during task demonstration can be used to learn a joint

representation of the serial order and the timing of per-

ceptual and motor events. This allows a robot, in principle,

to predict temporal information online, a capacity that is

missing in most current robotics systems Ferreira et al.

(2020). Teaching by demonstration is attractive since it

facilitates task specification by individuals without exper-

tise in robot programming. Moreover, like a ‘‘good’’ tea-

cher in a social learning situation, an expert operator may

draw the attention of a learning robot to features that guide

sequence learning in an assembly paradigm or may

explicitly instruct the robot to take the accumulated evi-

dence from past choices and rewards into account in its

current search decision. In case that sufficient data are

available and adequate features are difficult to identify

even for a human expert (like in the example of reading

intention from motion), deep learning techniques can be

applied to automatically extract low-dimensional features

on which field representations can be built.

The focus of the presented experiments was on showing

autonomous decision making of a robot guided by past

experiences. In dynamically changing manufacturing

environments populated by other agents, it is important that

the robot also takes online sensory information into

account. A relevant example is a search task in which a
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team of two mobile robots is looking for specific objects as

supply for a manufacturing process. To guarantee an effi-

cient team strategy, the decision process of each robot

should be biased by predicted movement targets of the

other robot to prevent from searching at the same location.

This prediction could be based on a trajectory extrapolation

of the current heading direction provided by the robot

camera. The predicted target location of the co-worker then

acts as additional inhibitory input to the target selection

process sketched in Fig. 11 (for a DNF implementation see

Erlhagen and Bicho (2006)).

In case that sensory information about potential target

locations distributed in a relatively large search area is

available, a two-step decision process proposed for sensory

networks guiding the navigation of multiple mobile agents

could be beneficial Wei et al. (2017). First, a decision is

made to move to an area with the highest probability of

finding a particular object (this probability may change

dynamically if other search robots are involved). The

neural integrator accumulates sensory and past information

leading to clusters of broad activity distributions in direc-

tion space. The cluster with the currently highest total

activation will be selected as a first target in a competitive

decision process. Once the robot has reached the target

area, a refined search with more localized representations

of sensory and other evidence can be performed. In both

steps, the selected target direction is used as input to a path

planning module driven by a nonlinear attractor dynamics

in which targets are modeled as attractive and obstacles as

repulsive forces. The nonlinear attractor approach to

autonomous navigation has been successfully tested in

highly dynamic industrial environments Louro et al.

(2019); Machado et al. (2019).

In future work, we plan to exploit the neural computa-

tions of the integrator model in an existing DNF-based

architecture for fluent joint action in a shared task. The

challenge will be to smoothly integrate a series of actions

serving an operator like in the present joint assembly study

with assembly work that the robot itself performs. Since a

tight synchronization of activities between robot and

operator is often required to achieve a shared goal Wilcox

et al. (2013), the robot should not only be able to adapt to

changing preferences for workflow but also to flexibly time

its goal-directed actions. We have recently applied the

neural integrator model to measure and reproduce time

intervals between sensory-motor events Wojtak et al.

(2019). As a key processing mechanism to achieve adap-

tive motor timing, a bump reflecting measured duration in

its amplitude affects either the resting state or the slope of

the ramp-to-threshold dynamics in the decision field.

In conclusion, the experimental results support the

notion that the brain-like computations offered by the DNF

framework may lead the way to endow robots with higher

cognition necessary to autonomously operate in dynamic

environments. Persistent neural population activity that

DNF models explain has been linked to a variety of fun-

damental cognitive processes like memory, planning,

decision making, timing and learning. The capacity of the

neural integrator to continuously accumulate sensory and

past information over time is of critical importance to the

organization of appropriate behavior in human–robot col-

laborative work.
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Initial conditions and parameters

Initial conditions

Assembly task

For the model simulations, the initial conditions of the

fields governed by the Amari dynamics, uper, uon, uwm and

ud are defined by the inhibition parameter h. For the cou-

pled two-field model the initial conditions are given by:

umðx; y; 0Þ ¼ �1; ð21aÞ

vmðx; y; 0Þ ¼ �0:25 � umðx; y; 0Þ: ð21bÞ

Value-based decision-making task

The initial condition of the decision field at the start of

simulation trial n is given by:

udnðx; 0Þ ¼
IprobðxÞ � hd0

if n ¼ 1;

urn�1
ðxÞ þ vrn�1

ðxÞð Þ

� cd ucn�1
ðxÞ þ vcn�1

ðxÞð Þ � hd0
;

otherwise.

8><
>:

ð22Þ

The initial condition for the choice integration layer ðuc; vcÞ
in the first trial and after each reset is given by

ucðx; 0Þ ¼ �0:5; ð23aÞ

vcðx; 0Þ ¼ �ucðx; 0Þ: ð23bÞ
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The initial condition for the success integration layer

ður; vrÞ in the first trial and after each reset is given by

urðx; 0Þ ¼ �0:5; ð24aÞ

vrðx; 0Þ ¼ IprobðxÞ � urðx; 0Þ: ð24bÞ

Model parameters

See Tables 4 and 5.

Numerical model simulations

Numerical simulations of the model were done in

MATLAB using a forward Euler method with parameters

given in Table 6. To compute the spatial convolution of

w and f we employ a fast Fourier transform (FFT), using

MATLAB’s in-built functions fft and ifft to perform

the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform,

respectively.

Table 4 Parameter values of the field equations used for sequence

learning and planning

Perception field uper

sper 3

wlat Alat ¼ 6, rlat ¼ 0:65, glat ¼ 2

It AI ¼ 6, rI ¼ 0:75, gI ¼ 0

hper 1.5

Sequence onset field uon

son 1

wmex Aex ¼ 4, Ain ¼ 2, rex ¼ 1:5, rin ¼ 2:5, gmex ¼ 0:15

Ion AI ¼ 1:25, rI ¼ 1:5, gI ¼ 0

hon 0.5

Memory field um, vm

sm 3

wmex Aex ¼ 6, Ain ¼ 3:5, rex ¼ 1:5, rin ¼ 2:25, gmex ¼ 0

j 0.04

Decision field ud

sd 2

wlat Alat ¼ 5, rlat ¼ 0:75, glat ¼ 1:5

hd hd0
¼ 13:5, j ¼ 0:0085 (fast recall), j ¼ 0:004 (slower recall)

Working memory field uwm

swm 2

wosc Aosc ¼ 2:4, b ¼ 0:7

hwm 2.5

Table 5 Parameter values of the field equations used for value-based

decision making

Decision field ud

sd 1

wlat Alat ¼ 2, rlat ¼ 0:75, glat ¼ 1

�1=2 0.025

hd hd0
¼ 1, shd ¼ 7

cd 0.05

Choice integration field uc, vc

sc 1

wmex Aex ¼ 4, Ain ¼ 2, rex ¼ 1:5, rin ¼ 3, gmex ¼ 0:25

Success integration field ur , vr

sr 1

wmex Aex ¼ 4, Ain ¼ 2, rex ¼ 1:5, rin ¼ 3, gmex ¼ 0:25

Kr Kr ¼ 0:02 (static case), Kr ¼ 0:035 (dynamic case)

Table 6 Spatial and temporal discretization of the neural field models

Assembly task

space L ¼ 50, N ¼ 1000, dx ¼ 2L=N ¼ 0:1

time DT ¼ 100, M ¼ 10000, dt ¼ DT=M ¼ 0:01

Value-based decision making

space L ¼ 20, N ¼ 1000, dx ¼ 2L=N ¼ 0:04

time DT ¼ 10, M ¼ 1000, dt ¼ DT=M ¼ 0:01
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